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30:2 Then spoke Moses to the heads of the tribes of the children of Israel , saying: This is the thing that was commanded by YHWH:

3[Any man] who makes a vow to YHWH [or who swears] an oath [to make a binding] pledge [upon himself] shall not desecrate his word. 

Whatever proceeds from his mouth , he must do.

4[And a woman] who makes a vow to YHWH, [or makes an oath]––[a binding pledge]––in the house of her father , [while in her youth],

5 and heard by her father [is her vow], or the pledge by which she bound herself, and he keeps silent to her ––her father,

[then must be kept] [all her vows], [and all the restrictions] that she imposed upon herself will stand.

6 [But if he restrained her]––her father [disavowed it]––on the day [that he heard it],

[then all of her vows] [and any restraints] that she imposed upon herself will not stand, 

and YHWH will forgive her since held back by her father [she was indeed].

7 [If she is betrothed] to be married [to a man], while her vows [are upon her] or [a rash utterance] of her lips created a bond on her soul,

8 [and this is heard] [by her husband], and on the day he hears it , he is silent about it, 

then will stand her vows––[and the restrictions] by which she bound herself must be kept.

9 [But if on the other hand], on the day it is heard [by her husband] [he constrains her]––[this will annul] her vow that is upon her, 

as well as the utterance [of her lips] with which she restricted herself , and YHWH [will forgive her].

10 As for the vow of a widow or a divorcee––everything by which she bound herself  must be kept by her.

11 If in the house of her husband [she made a vow] [or if] [she bound herself], [imposing upon herself] an oath,

12 [and it is heard] [by her husband] [and he says nothing] [to her], with him not restraining her,

[they must be upheld]: The vows––[and all the obligations] that she imposed upon herself shall stand.

13 [But if they are annulled]––annulled [ they are]  [by her husband] on the day [he hears them],

[all that came out] [from her lips] [as her vows] with which to bind herself , it [shall not stand]. 

Her husband [has annulled them], and YHWH [will forgive her].
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30:14 [Every vow] and every binding oath for afflicting oneself––her husband may uphold it , and her husband may annul it.

15 [But if he remains silent]––[saying nothing] [about her]––[if her husband does this] day after day, he has upheld her vows 

and all the restrictions that are upon her. He has [made them stand], since he said nothing to her  on the day that he heard it.

16 [But if he should] [proceed to annul] the vows [after the day] [that he hears them], [he shall bear] her iniquity.

17 These [are the decrees]––the ones commanded by YHWH to Moses, between a man and his wife, 

[and between a father] and his daughter, [end aliyah] while she is still young , in the house of her father.

31:1  Then spoke YHWH  to Moses, saying:

2 “[Take revenge]––the vengeance of the children of Israel against the Midianites. [After this], you will be gathered to your people.”

3 Then spoke Moses to the people, saying,“[You must draft] [from among yourselves] men for armed service. 

[Let them go] against Midian to exact the vengeance of YHWH upon Midian.

4 A thousand for each tribe––a thousand per tribe from all the tribes of Israel––these you must send out to battle.

31:5 [So they were provided] from the divisions of Israel, a thousand per tribe. Two and ten thousand  were equipped for the battle.

6 He sent [them out then]––[Moses sent forth] a thousand per tribe , to the army. [These he did send], together with Pinchas 

son of Eleazar the priest, to the battle. The vessels [that were sacred] and the trumpets for trilling blast (teru’ah) [were in his hand].

7 [They sent their forces] against Midian, [just as it was] commanded by YHWH through Moses. [They put to death] every male.

8 The kings of Midian they killed, [among the other ones slain]: Evi and Rekem, Tzur and Chur and Reva, [these being the five] kings of Midian; 

and Balaam son of Beor, they killed by the sword.

9 [Taken as captives] [by B’nei Yisrael] were the women of Midian [and their little ones], 

as well as [all of their animals], [all of their livestock]––[all of their wealth] [they took as spoils].

10 All of their cities among their settlements, even all their encampments, they burned with fire.

11 They took all of their booty and all of the captives, both human and animal.
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31:12 [And they brought all of it]––[they brought it to Moses], and to Eleazar the priest, and to the community of Israel: 

[all of the captives] [along with the booty]––all of the spoils [they brought back to the camp], 

to the Plains of Moab, [end aliyah] [which is at the Jordan], opposite Jericho.

13 Then they went out—Moses and Eleazar [the cohen] and all the chieftains of the community [to meet them], outside the camp.

14 But wroth was Moses with the commanders of the force, 

the leaders of the thousands and the captains of the hundreds,[coming back] from the army of battle.

15 Speaking to them ,[Moses said], “[You have kept alive] all the women!

16 Truly [these were the ones] who induced the children of Israel—by the word of Balaam—

to turn away from YHWH in the affair of Peor, so there was a plague  on the community of YHWH.

17[And so now], you must kill every male [of the young ones].

[And every woman] [who has] [known a man], who has lain with a man —you must kill.

18 But all [the young ones] [among the females] who have not known [or lain down] with a man, you may keep alive for yourselves. 

19 [And as for you], [you must pitch camp] outside the camp for [seven days], [and whoever] has killed a person, [and whoever has]  

[touched the body] [of one who was slain] [must purify himself] [on the third] day and [on the seventh day]—both you and your captives.

20 [And every garment], [and things made of leather], items of goatskin , [and vessels of wood]—[these you must purify].”

21 Then said Eleazar the priest to the men of the army, [coming back] from the war, 

“This is the decree of the Torah that was commanded by YHWH to Moses:

22 As far as the gold and the silver, the copper and the iron, the tin and the lead,

23 what[soever thing] that can go [into the fire] [you must pass through] fire,[and it shall be clean]. 

[And moreover], in mey niddah  (“waters kept apart”, or riddance water) [it shall be cleansed]. 

But every [item there is] [that cannot go] [through fire], you must pass through water.

24 [And you must immerse] [all of your clothes] on day number seven ,[and you will be clean]. [end aliyah] [After that], you may enter the camp.
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31:25 Then spoke YHWH  to Moses, saying,

26[You must take up] an account—[a head-count] of the booty that was captured, whether human or beast: 

both you and Eleazar the cohen and the heads of the fathers of the community.

27[And divide up] the booty [between those] [who bore arms] in battle, [who went out] to the army, [and then] [to the whole community].

28 You must levy a tax [for YHWH] [taken first of all] [from the men] of war who went out to the army: 

one [living creature] (nefesh)—[one for every] [five hundred] from the humans and from the cattle, from the donkeys [and from the sheep].

29 [From their half-share] [you will take it], [and hand it over] to Eleazar the cohen —a donation to YHWH.

30 For the half-share of B’nei Yisrael, [that which you may take]:  [is one part]   withheld [out of fifty], 

[whether from humans] [or from the cattle], from the donkeys, or the sheep —[from all the beasts]. 

[And you shall] [give them] to the Levites: [the ones who keep] the watch over the mishkan (tabernacle) of YHWH.”

31 And so did Moses and Eleazar the priest [just as is was] commanded by YHWH to Moses.

32 The amount of booty [over and above] the spoil that had been plundered by the men of the army:

[as for sheep]—[a total of six] [hundred thousand], plus seventy thousand ,[and another five thousand]. 

33 [Head of cattle]—two and seventy thousand (72,000).                                                     (675,000) 

34 [As for donkeys]—one and sixty thousand (61,000).

35 Of human persons—[of the women], the ones who had not known or have lain with a man—

[all these persons] came to two and thirty thousand (32,000).

36 [As for the half-share]—[the portion] of those who went out to the army, this was [the number of sheep]:

[three hundred] thousand [and again thirty] thousand, plus seven thousand , and five hundred (337,500).

37 [And the amount] of tax for YHWH , from the sheep was six hundred seventy-five (675).

38 [The head of cattle]—six and thirty thousand (36,000), 

of which the tax for YHWH  was two and seventy (72).

39 [Of the donkeys]—thirty thousand , plus five hundred (30,500), of which the tax for YHWH  was one and sixty (61).

31:40 Of human persons—six and ten thousand (16,000) [of which the tax] for YHWH was two and thirty (32) persons.
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31:41 [Thus handed over] by Moses was the tax as a donation for YHWH to Eleazar the priest, 

[just as it was] [end aliyah] commanded by YHWH to Moses.

42 [And from the half-share] of the children of Israel [that was split off] by Moses from the men of the army,

43 [the amount of] the half-share for the community :[from the sheep]—

[three hundred] thousand [and again thirty] thousand, plus seven thousand , and five hundred (337,500).

44 [The head of cattle]—six and thirty thousand (36,000).

45 [Of the donkeys]—thirty thousand , plus five hundred (30,500).

46 Of human persons—six and ten thousand (16,000).

47 And so took Moses [from the half-share] [of B’nei Yisrael] a withholding of one [out of fifty] from the humans and the beasts, 

and handed them over [to the Levites], [they being the keepers] of the watch of the mishkan of YHWH, 

[just as it was] commanded by YHWH to Moses.

48 [Then they approached] Moses––the commanders [that were over] the divisions of the army, 

leaders of thousands  and captains of hundreds.

49 They said to Moses: “Your servants [have taken up] [a census––a head-count]––of the men of war that are under our hand. 

There is not uncounted among us a man.

50 [So we have brought] an offering to YHWH: [from any man] who [has found] [a vessel of gold], an armlet or a bracelet, 

[a (finger) ring], earrings or ornaments, to atone for our souls  before YHWH.

51 And so took Moses [and Eleazar] [ha cohen] [the gold things] from them: all the ornaments that were crafted.

52 [And it came to this]  [all the gold] [of the donation] [which had been] offered to YHWH: a total of six [and ten thousand] seven hundred fifty 

shekels, [taken from] the leaders of thousands and from the captains of hundreds.                                                            (16,750––about 840 lb.) 

53 But the men—[soldiers in the army]—[kept as plunder], each man, what was his.

54 Thus took Moses and Eleazar the priest the gold—[taking it from] the captains of the thousands and the hundreds, 

and [they brought it] to the Tent of Meeting [end aliyah] as a remembrance for the children of Israel  before YHWH.
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32:1 Cattle   [in great abundance] [there were indeed] [for the sons] [of the tribe of Reuben] [and for the sons of Gad],

an exceeding large number. [And they saw] the land of Ya’azer and the land of Gilead, and beheld that the place  was good for livestock.

2 So there came the sons of Gad and the sons of Reuben, 

and spoke to Moses and to Eleazar the priest, and to the leaders of the community , saying,

3 “[The lands of Atarot] and Divon, Ya’azer and Nimrah, Cheshbon, and El’aleh; Sevam and Nebo and Be’on:

4 [all of these lands] are the ones [that were smitten] by YHWH before the community of Israel. Lands good for livestock are they, 

[and what your servants have] is livestock.”

5 [And they said this], “[If we have found] favor [in your eyes], [let there be given] [this land], [this very land], to your servants as a possession. 

[Do not make us cross] the Jordan River!”

6 Then replied Moses [to the sons of Gad] and to the sons of Reuben: 

[Indeed, shall your brothers] go out to battle [while you yourselves] remain here?

7 Why [will you dissuade] the heart of the children of Israel from crossing into the land which was given to them by YHWH?

8 This is what was done by your fathers when [I sent them out] from Kadesh Barnea  to see the land:

9 [they went up] [as far as] [the Wadi Eshkol] (“the Valley of Clusters”), and they saw the land [and they held back] 

the heart of the children of Israel [that they not come] [to the land]  which had been given to them by YHWH.

10 Then flared up the anger of YHWH on that day, and He swore as follows.

11 “They will not see––the people who came [up out of Egypt]––from age twenty years and upward––

this very land––[the land] [that I did swear] to Abraham, to Isaac , and to Jacob, since they did not follow fully  after Me,

12 [with the exception] of Caleb son of Yefuneh the Kenizite, and of Joshua son of Nun, since they followed fully  after YHWH.”

13 [And flared up the anger] of YHWH against Israel [and he made them wander] in the wilderness [for all of forty] years,

[till there came to an end] [that whole generation] that was doing evil  in the eyes of YHWH.

14 [Here you are], [you have arisen], [to take the place] of your fathers, as offshoots of men [that were sinful], 

to add [yet even more] [to what is here now]––the burning wrath of YHWH against Israel.
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32:15 And if [you turn away] from following [after Him], He will add [still more time] [for them to remain] in the desert, 

[and you will bring ruin] upon this whole people.

16 They came to Moses and they said, “Fencing [for the flocks] we will build for our livestock here, and towns [for our young ones].

17 [As for us], [we will arm ourselves] [as an advance guard] for the other children of Israel, [until such time] 

as we have brought them to their place. Then will remain [our young ones] in towns that are fortified against the inhabitants of the land.

18 We will not return to our houses [until the day] [that they take possession]––the children of Israel––[each one], of his inheritance.

19 Nevertheless, [we will not take] possession [along with them] across the Jordan and beyond,

[for the reason that] [what should come] as our inheritance [to us] [end aliyah] is on the bank of the Jordan , to the east.”

20 Replying [to the Reubenites and Gaddites], [Moses said], “[If you do the thing] of which you speak,

[if you arm yourselves] to go before YHWH to war,

21[and if there crosses] [each one of you]––[every armed man],[the Jordan River], before YHWH,

[until the time comes] [God has driven out] His enemies [from before Him],

22 and subdued is the land before YHWH: after that [you may return]. [You will truly then] [be vindicated] [before YHWH], [and before Israel].

[Then it will come to pass] [that the land]––[this land]––[will be for you], an inheritance [before YHWH].

23 [But if you do not] do [this thing], be assured, you have sinned against YHWH, and know [it is your sin] that has overtaken you.

24 [Build for yourselves] towns [for your young ones], and fences for your flocks.

 What has come out of your mouths (i.e. what you have promised) [this you must do].”

25 Then replied [the sons of Gad] and the sons of Reuben to Moses, by saying, “Your servants will do just as my lord commands.

26 [Our young ones], our wives, our cattle, [and all of our animals] [will stay there] in the towns of Gilead.

27 Then your servants will cross over––[all those armed] [to go to war], before YHWH , [to engage in battle],  just as my lord has spoken.”

28 [Then spoke] [concerning them], Moses, instructing Eleazar the priest, and instructing Joshua son of Nun, 

[and the heads]––the fathers of the tribes  of the children of Israel.
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32:29 And said Moses [speaking to them], “[If these cross over], [the sons of Gad] [and the sons of Reuven],

[going along with you], [to cross the River Jordan], [all that are armed] for battle before YHWH, and the land is conquered before you, 

[then you may] [give to them] the land of Gilead as an inheritance.

32:30 [But if in fact] [they do not cross over]––[the men of arms]––with you, they will acquire property among you , in the land of Canaan.”

31 [And there responded] [the sons of Gad] and the sons of Reuven , as follows, 

“[These words] the ones [that have been spoken] [by YHWH] to your servants, that we will do.

32 [We ourselves] [will surely cross over], [as a special force], before YHWH , to the land of Canaan.

[Remaining with us] will be our acquired possession, over there [across the Jordan].

33 [And so] [he gave to them]—[Moses granted to them]—[to the sons of Gad] and to the sons of Reuben 

[and to the half-tribe]  [this being the tribe]  of Manasseh [son of Joseph], 

the kingdom of Sichon king of the Amorites, [and also the kingdom] of Og the king of Bashan. 

[He gave them the land] [with its cities] [within the borders]— the towns of the country , all around.

34 [Towns built] [by the sons of Gad] were Dibon and Ateroth,[as well as] Aroer.

35 Also Arroth-Shafan, Ye’azer, and Yagbehah,

36 Beth Nimrah  and [Beth Haran]—all towns that were fortified , with enclosures for sheep.

37 The sons of Reuben [built these towns]: Cheshbon and Elaleh, [as well as] Kiryathaim,

38 [and the town of Nebo], [and the town of] [Baal Meon] ( that were changed in name ), and Sivmah.

[They called them] [by other names], the names of the towns  that they had built.

39 Then there went the sons of Makhir [son of Manasseh] to the Gilead,[and captured it], dispossessing the Amorites who were there.

40 [Then gave] Moses the Gilead to Makhir [son of Manasseh]. And he settled [in it].

41 And Ya’ir son of Manasshe [marched out], and he captured their villages. And he named them “Chavoth Ya’ir” ( the villages of Ya’ir).

42 Then Novach went and captured Kenath [and its daughter-towns],

[and he gave] [a name to this place]*: [end aliyah] ‘Novach’,[after his own name].   *trope merchah chefulah
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Len Fellman’s English readings with tropes

The purpose of this project is to translate THE SONG OF THE TORAH into English.

I work by comparing as many as ten English translations of a pasuk and creating a cantillated English sentence that sounds as much as
possible like the Hebrew. They follow the Hebrew as closely as possible, word for word and trope by trope. The English language has an amazing
flexibility, making it possible to make the English word order match that of the Hebrew quite well, allowing for some “poetic licence”, and some
willingness on the part of the listener to be “carried” by the melody more than by the English syntax. The translation needs to sound good when
chanted, but not necessarily when spoken or read.

Unlike most translations, these “transtropilations” are not intended to be a substitute for the Hebrew. On the contrary, they are meant to
provide a “window” into the Hebrew text and its musical expression. My ideal listener knows enough Hebrew and has enough interest to follow the
Hebrew in a bilingual text while the leyner is chanting the English version, to bring the Hebrew text to life, both verbally and musically. For this
purpose I use exactly the same tropes in the English as in the Hebrew (almost always on the corresponding English word).

The texts can be used to do consecutive translation, i.e. leyning a phrase in Hebrew, followed by the corresponding phrase sung in English.
Some of my recordings demonstrate this. I do this frequently when leyning for groups that either know little Hebrew, or that don’t have a chumash in
front of them.

I favor literal translations (e.g. “cut a covenant”) to call attention to Hebrew idioms, and towards simpler (even if less accurate) words (e.g. Ex.
12:7 “beam above the door” rather than “lintel”) to be easier to follow. If my readings provoke a discussion of the Hebrew, I consider that as justification
for using less-than-idiomatic English. I try to find just the right balance between “literalness” and “listenable-ness”. A primary goal is throwing light
on the Hebrew syntax.

 In order to adapt the trope symbols to a left-to-right language like English, I reversed the direction of the trope symbols:

mercha tipcha    munach    tevir mapakh or yetiv    kadma or pashta    geresh   gershayim   telisha katana telisha gedola

(Generally speaking the conjunctive tropes such as mercha, munach, mapakh, kadma, and telisha katana “lean toward” the words they “conjoin” to, while the
disjunctive tropes such as tipcha, geresh, gershayim, and telisha gedola “lean away” from the words that follow, so as to create a sense of separation.)

The trope symbol is normally placed under the accented syllable, unless it is a pre-positive accent (telisha gedola, placed at the beginning of the word
or phrase) or a post-positive one (telisha katana or pashta, placed at the end of the word or phrase).

The Hebrew text frequently puts a makkeph (which is like a hyphen) between words in order to treat them as a single word to be chanted.  I
use a different system for English:  If an entire English phrase is to be chanted to a single trope melody, I place it between grey brackets, as in this
phrase from the Book of Lamentations:

[clings to her skirts]

The leyner is invited to fit this phrase to the Eicha “rivi’i” melody in whatever way seems most natural.
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As a variant of the “grey bracket” device, I indicate the following pairs of tropes by “wrapping them around” the phrase which will have the
combined melody:

mercha/tipcha kadma/geresh (or: azla, etc.)  mercha siluk
Renew our days  She weeps bitterly .  a fire-offering to God

Again, the leyner should decide on the most natural way to fit the phrase to the combined trope melody.

 I put words in gray which I consider essential but which don’t strictly match the Hebrew. I also “pad” some phrases with extra words in gray
to fill out a musical phrase nicely. Different trope systems vary widely in the length of the musical phrase used, so the words in gray may or not be
used depending on the leyner’s cantillation system. In particular, the tropes telisha g’dola (  ), legarmeh, metigah-zakef, and pazer vary widely in the
muscial phrases used for chanting. (And please indulge me in my whimsical treatments of shalshelet.)

“Metigah-zakef”is a special trope combination which can be recognized by a kadma and a zakef katon appearing on the same Hebrew word
(again, a makkeph makes two words into one). (There are several examples in Genesis 18 & 19, beginning with 18:16). I indicate this by placing the
corresponding English phrase in grey brackets:

[Take heed––take care for yourself]

In some trope systems (notably cantor Moshe Haschel in “Navigating the Bible II”) this is given a very distinctive melody—for which purpose extra
syllables fill out the musical phrase (as in “take care” in this example).  Haschel’s system also chants the trope munach as legarmeh more often than
other systems do.

I don’t write a single word of translation without first hearing the melody of the phrase in my mind, following one of two trope systems:
The one by Portnoy and Wolff (The Art of Cantillation) or the one by Joshua R. Jacobson (Chanting the Hebrew Bible).

I transcribe the name  as YHWH (in small caps). I almost always chant this as yud-hey-vav-hey, which I have discovered fits marvelously into
several of the trope melodies. But of course the leyner can choose to pronounce it as “God” or “Adonai”.

The English translations I mostly use (besides several scholarly commentaries) are the following:

Aryeh Kaplan, ‘The Living Torah’ (1981) (also my source for proper names & transliterations)
Richard Elliott Friedman, ‘The Bible With Sources Revealed’ (2003)
Everett Fox, ‘The Five Books of Moses’ (1997)
The Stone Edition ‘Tanach’ (1996)
JPS ‘Hebrew-English Tanach’, (2nd Ed. 2000), along with Orlinsky, ‘Notes on the New Translation of the Torah’ (1969)
Robert Alter, ‘The Five Books of Moses’ (2004)
Commentaries in the ‘Anchor Bible’ series
Rotherham, The Emphasized Bible (1902)
The Jerusalem Bible (1966) (also my source for topic headings)
The New King James Bible (1982)
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